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ABSTRACT
We introduce massive black holes (BHs) in the Feedback In Realistic Environments project
and perform high-resolution cosmological hydrodynamic simulations of quasar-mass halos
(Mhalo(z = 2) ≈ 1012.5M) down to z = 1. These simulations model stellar feedback by
supernovae, stellar winds, and radiation, and BH growth using a gravitational torque-based
prescription tied to resolved properties of galactic nuclei. We do not include BH feedback.
We show that early BH growth occurs through short (. 1Myr) accretion episodes that can
reach or even exceed the Eddington rate. In this regime, BH growth is limited by bursty stellar
feedback continuously evacuating gas from galactic nuclei, and BHs remain under-massive
relative to the local MBH–Mbulge relation. BH growth is more efficient at later times, when the
nuclear stellar potential retains a significant gas reservoir, star formation becomes less bursty,
and galaxies settle into a more ordered state, with BHs rapidly converging onto the scaling
relation when the host reaches Mbulge ∼ 1010M. Our results are not sensitive to the details of
the accretion model so long as BH growth is tied to the gas content within ∼100 pc of the BH.
Our simulations imply that bursty stellar feedback has strong implications for BH and AGN
demographics, especially in the early Universe and for low-mass galaxies.
Key words: galaxies: formation — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: active — quasars: super-
massive black holes — black hole physics — cosmology: theory
1 INTRODUCTION
The observed connection between galaxies and central massive
black holes (BHs; e.g. Kormendy & Ho 2013; Heckman & Best
2014) poses significant challenges for galaxy formation models.
Correlations between dynamical BH mass measurements and host
galaxy properties in the local universe (e.g. Häring & Rix 2004; Sa-
vorgnan et al. 2016) have been interpreted as (1) a non-causal con-
sequence of hierarchical merging (Peng 2007; Hirschmann et al.
2010; Jahnke & Macciò 2011), (2) the causal signature of self-
regulation by BH feedback (e.g. Silk & Rees 1998; Murray et al.
2005; DiMatteo et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2007), or (3) the result of
a common gas supply for star formation and BH growth, regulated
by gravitational torques (e.g. Kauffmann & Heckman 2009; Chen
et al. 2013; Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2013, 2015, 2017). Understanding
nuclear fueling in a cosmological context is a crucial step towards
uncovering the nature of BH–galaxy co-evolution.
The Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE) cosmological
? E-mail: anglesd@northwestern.edu
“zoom-in” simulations1 (Hopkins et al. 2014, 2017) offer an ideal
setting to investigate the evolution of massive BHs. By implement-
ing stellar feedback processes on the scale of star-forming regions
directly following stellar population synthesis models, the FIRE
simulations reproduce a variety of galaxy (Hopkins et al. 2014;
Feldmann et al. 2017; Ma et al. 2016) and CGM (Faucher-Giguère
et al. 2015, 2016; Muratov et al. 2015; Hafen et al. 2017) observ-
ables. Here, we use high-resolution cosmological hydrodynamic
simulations of quasar-mass halos (Mhalo ≈ 1012.5M at z = 2; e.g.
White et al. 2012) from early times down to z = 1 to study the
impact of stellar feedback on massive BH growth.
Our simulations model the inhomogeneous, dynamic interstel-
lar medium in the nuclear regions of galaxies (. 100 pc) while
self-consistently capturing mass transport from cosmological gas
infall down to galactic nuclei (Fig. 1, top right). We rely on results
from nuclear-scale simulations (Hopkins & Quataert 2010, 2011;
Hopkins et al. 2016) to estimate the feeding rate of the BH accretion
1 http://fire.northwestern.edu.
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Figure 1. Left: Evolution of the most massive BH in simulation A2 (a representative example). We show, from top to bottom: (1) BH mass, (2) accretion
rate, (3) Eddington ratio, (4) gas/stellar mass surface density within the variable accretion radius R0 . 100 pc, and (5) the 90th percentile radial velocity of
outflowing gas within 1 kpc (v90) compared to the escape velocity at 1 kpc (vesc). The top two panels also indicate the total stellar mass and SFR of the host
galaxy. Top right: Projected mass-weighted gas temperature maps at z = 2.3 on different scales centered on the main BH. The white dashed line indicates
Rvir (left) and the black circle (right) corresponds to the central 100 pc. Bottom right: Projected gas surface density (from purple to red) overlaid on top of
the stellar mass surface density (background gray scale); we show redshift evolution from z = 6 → 1. The white circles indicate the central 100 pc. Length
scales indicated on the panels are in physical units. At early times, Σgas fluctuates by more than three orders of magnitude owing to stellar feedback evacuating
gas within the accretion radius; ÛMBH can reach the Eddington rate but only intermitently during . 1Myr phases. More sustained BH growth begins at z ∼ 4,
when the stars dominate the gravitational potential and the nuclear gas content becomes more steady.
disk based on resolved galaxy properties on scales .100 pc. Specif-
ically, we model the inflow rate driven by gravitational torques
induced by non-axisymmetric perturbations in the stellar potential.
2 SIMULATIONS
We use the N-body+hydrodynamics code GIZMO2 (Hopkins 2015)
to re-simulate four halos from the A series of MassiveFIRE galax-
ies presented in Feldmann et al. (2017), which did not include
BH physics. This set of simulations covers a range of halo forma-
tion histories for halo mass Mhalo ≈ 1012.5M at z = 2. Our
new simulations use the updated FIRE-2 code (Hopkins et al.
2017), including the meshless finite mass (MFM) hydrodynamics
solver and improvements to the accuracy of stellar feedback cou-
pling algorithms, described therein. We assume a standard ΛCDM
cosmology consistent with observational constraints (e.g. Planck
Collaboration et al. 2016) and evolve halos down to z = 1 with
baryonic and dark matter particle masses mb = 3.3 × 104M and
mDM = 1.7×105M and force softenings gas = 0.7 pc, ? = 7 pc,
BH = 7 pc, and DM = 57 pc, where gas is the minimum adaptive
2 http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/~phopkins/Site/GIZMO.html
force softening for gas (identical to the kernel smoothing scale) and
?, BH, and DM are fixed in physical units at z < 9. Additionally,
we use the Milky Way-mass galaxy m12i from the FIRE-2 Latte
simulation suite (Wetzel et al. 2016) at three different resolution
levels (mb = [7, 56, 450]×103M) for numerical convergence tests
(these runs do not include BHs).
We treat BHs as individual collisionless particles that grow
through accretion and mergers (Springel et al. 2005). We model
accretion as ÛMBH = (1 − η) ÛMTorque, where η = 0.1, ÛMTorque ∝
T f
5/2
d Md R
−3/2
0 M
1/6
BH (Hopkins & Quataert 2011, eq. 65), and
fd and Md are the mass fraction and total mass of the disk (stars
and gas) within a radial aperture R0 enclosing 256 gas elements.
An upper limit of 140 pc (physical) is imposed on R0 to avoid
accreting distant gas. The T pre-factor encapsulates uncertainties
in processes that affect gas transport on unresolved scales (e.g. BH
feedback). We set T = 2.5 to match the observed normalization
of the MBH–Mbulge relation at late times but T could in principle
vary in different regimes. We refer to Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2017)
for details of the numerical implementation, including the on-the-
fly bulge-disk decomposition. BHs can exceed the Eddington rate
( ÛMedd) by up to a factor of 10, consistent with recent simulations of
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super-Eddington accretion (e.g. Jiang et al. 2014). Our results are
largely insensitive to this limit (§3.3).
We introduce one BH seed with massMseed = 1.4×104M at
the location of the most bound star particle in halos with stellar mass
Mfof? > 1000 × Mseed using a friends-of-friends algorithm (e.g. Di
Matteo et al. 2008). BH orbits are affected by dynamical friction,
which would be underestimated owing to finite mass resolution. In
order to more physically model BH dynamics, each BH is given an
initial “dynamical mass”mBH = 300×mb ≈ 60×mDM independent
of the physical MBH set by accretion. Once MBH reaches mBH,
both remain equal for the rest of the simulation. BH feedback is
intentionally disabled to allow for a clean exploration of the impact
of stellar feedback on BH growth. BH properties are saved at every
time-step, yielding a time resolution in ÛMBH of up to 103 yr.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Representative black hole accretion history
Fig. 1 (left) shows the growth histories of the main galaxy in simu-
lationA2 and its central BH. At early times,A2 experiences intense
bursts of star formation, growing from M∗ ∼ 107 → 1010M in
the redshift range z = 10 → 4. During this early period, the total
star formation rate (SFR) can reach ÛM∗ ∼ 10–400Myr−1. Stel-
lar feedback drives large scale winds with 90th-percentile velocity
v90 ∼ 102–103 km s−1 (within 1 kpc), evacuating a large fraction
of ISM gas and temporarily shutting down star formation (Mu-
ratov et al. 2015; Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2016). Feedback-driven
outflows/inflows cause significant radial stellar migration seen as
fluctuations in Σ∗ (El-Badry et al. 2016). As the galaxy grows to
M∗ > 1010M , star formation becomes less bursty and rapid out-
flow events become less frequent (e.g. Ma et al. 2017a). Sustained
star formation at rates ÛM∗ ∼ 100Myr−1 grows the stellar mass to
M∗ = 4×1011M by z = 1while maintaining a substantial nuclear
gas reservoir (Σgas ∼ 1010Mkpc−2).
Despite the rapid growth of the host galaxy, the central BH
grows by less than one order of magnitude by z = 4. Early
BH growth occurs through sporadic accretion episodes, reaching
ÛMBH ∼ 0.01Myr−1 when the nuclear gas surface density peaks
at Σgas ∼ 108–109Mkpc−2. BH accretion can reach or even ex-
ceed the Eddington rate during short phases (. 1Myr), but the total
mass accumulated is limited by the availability of gas to accrete
over longer timescales. At early times, Σgas fluctuates by more than
three orders of magnitude owing to bursty stellar feedback evacu-
ating gas from the nucleus for ∼ 10–100Myr intervals (e.g. Torrey
et al. 2017). Efficient BH growth requires a sustained nuclear gas
reservoir, only achieved at z < 4 when the stellar component domi-
nates the gravitational potential and gas is more effectively retained
in the nucleus (in other simulated halos, efficient BH growth can be
delayed until z ∼ 2). Thumbnails in Fig. 1 (bottom right) show the
evolution of the gas and stellar components in the central 2 kpc from
z = 6→ 1, illustrating the transition from (1) the irregularmorphol-
ogy, bursty star formation, and highly dynamic conditions prevalent
at early times to (2) the well-defined stellar potential, more steady
star formation, and long-lived nuclear gas disk enabling sustained
BH growth at later times.
We find ÛMBH ∼ 0.1Myr−1 frequently at z < 4, corre-
sponding to a bolometric luminosity Lbol ∼ 6 × 1044 erg s−1 (for a
10% radiative efficiency), while rare accretion episodes can reach
ÛMBH ∼ 1Myr−1. Our simulations thus predict thatmoderate lumi-
nosity active galactic nuclei (AGN) at high redshift can be stochasti-
cally fueled and do not require major mergers events, in agreement
with observations (e.g. Kocevski et al. 2012). The gas accreted
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Figure 2.Evolutionary tracks of BHs and galaxies in theMBH–Mbulge plane
from early times down to z = 1 for the main halo in each simulation.
Solid lines show simulation results while dashed lines correspond to post-
processing calculations (see §3.2). The black dotted line and gray shaded
area indicate the Häring & Rix (2004) relation and 0.5 dex scatter in MBH.
Black holes are under-massive at early times and converge onto the scaling
relation when their hosts reach Mbulge ∼ 1010 M .
by BHs during the late-time, more steady growth phase is heavily
metal-enriched and a large fraction (& 50%) has been processed in
earlier generations of stars, but not necessarily in the nucleus.
3.2 Black hole–host correlations
Fig. 2 shows the evolution of BHs and hosts in the MBH–
Mbulge plane from early times down to z = 1, where Mbulge is
the bulge mass within the stellar effective radius (from a 3D kine-
matic decomposition; e.g. Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2014). As expected
from Fig. 1, the central BH in galaxy A2 grows very little at early
times, departing from the local scaling relation as the host galaxy
grows. When the stellar bulge reaches Mbulge ∼ 1010M , the BH
quickly converges onto the scaling relation (see also, e.g. Dubois
et al. 2015). Similar tracks are seen for our A1, A4, and A8 sim-
ulations. The rapid increase in MBH seen for A8 corresponds to a
merger-triggered super-Eddington growth phase.
The dashed lines in Fig. 2 show evolutionary tracks from post-
processing calculations based on the same simulations, assuming
that the BH is always located at the (dark matter + baryons) den-
sity center of the halo computed with AHF (Knollmann & Knebe
2009). Following Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2015), we integrate ÛMBH
using simulation snapshots available every∼ 10–25Myr, evaluating
ÛMTorque for a variable aperture R0 as in our on-the-fly calculation
(§2). This analysis is insensitive to the exact definition of halo/galaxy
center and approximates very well our on-the-fly results. Since in
our simulations BHs can move away from galaxy centers owing to
dynamical interactions (e.g. Tremmel et al. 2015; Biernacki et al.
2017), we conclude that BH dynamics is not the dominant factor
responsible for the early suppression of BH growth.
3.3 Post-processing analysis
Fig. 3 shows several post-processing variations of our BH growth
analysis. The top left panel shows MBH–Mbulge evolutionary tracks
down to z = 1 averaged over our four quasar-mass halos assuming
that ÛMBH is proportional to the SFR within a fixed physical radius
at all times, ÛMBH = ÛM∗(R0)/500, where the normalization factor
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (2017)
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Figure 3. Top panels: Evolutionary tracks in the MBH–Mbulge plane av-
eraged over our four quasar-mass halos, where we compute BH growth
in post-processing as ÛMBH = ÛM∗(R0)/500 for the SFR within different
apertures R0 = 100 pc–1 kpc (left), and ÛMBH = αMgas/tdyn for different
α values, where tdyn ≡ (R30/GMtot)1/2 and Mtot is the total mass within
R0 = 100 pc (right). Bottom panels: Convergence tests for galaxy m12i at
three resolution levels, where we compute ÛMBH = (1 − η) × ÛMTorque for
different R0 (left) and ÛMBH = αMgas/tdyn for R0 = 100 pc and different
α values (right). We limit accretion to ÛMBH 6 10 ÛMedd in all cases, except
in the top right panel where we also show ÛMBH 6 ÛMedd (dotted lines). The
gray shaded area shows the Häring & Rix (2004) relation. Stellar feedback
limits early BH growth when ÛMBH is tied to the gas content within ∼ 100 pc,
but ÛMBH could be high enough to grow early massive BHs more quickly
than in our fiducial calculations if α is temporarily elevated.
is the same for all R0 (roughly the local observed MBH/Mbulge ra-
tio). The characteristic transition in MBH at Mbulge ∼ 1010M is
recovered when the post-processing aperture is comparable to the
on-the-fly calculations (R0 = 100 pc). However, early BH growth
is over-estimated when using a larger aperture (R0 = 1 kpc) linkingÛMBH to the galaxy-scale gas reservoir. The top right panel of Fig. 3
shows average evolutionary tracks assuming that ÛMBH is propor-
tional to the total gas mass within R0 = 100 pc accreted per dynam-
ical time, ÛMBH = αMgas/tdyn, where we vary the normalization α
and ÛMBH is limited to either 10 ÛMedd (solid lines) or ÛMedd (dotted
lines). Predictions from this free-fall accretion estimator are in good
agreement with ÛMTorque for α = 10−4–10−3. The α = 1 case repre-
sents the maximum BH fueling rate (for a given Eddington limit).
Even in this case, the evolutionary tracks retain the characteristic
transition from slower to faster growth at Mbulge ∼ 1010M .
The bottom left panel of Fig. 3 shows MBH–Mbulge evolution-
ary tracks down to z = 0 for the Milky Way-mass galaxy m12i
at three different resolution levels, where we integrate ÛMBH =
(1−η)× ÛMTorque in post-processing for different R0 (them12i7k run
reaches a mass resolution ∼ 5× finer than our quasar-mass halos).
Small accretion radii (R0 . 200 pc) produce evolutionary tracks
in good agreement with Fig. 2, while larger apertures overestimate
ÛMBH. Despite a trend of earlier BH growth in lower-resolution cal-
culations, evolutionary tracks are well converged for a wide range
of R0 and a factor 64× difference in mass resolution. We have also
evolved our four quasar-mass halos at 8× lower mass resolution and
confirmed that our main conclusions are not sensitive to resolution.
The bottom right panel of Fig. 3 shows the evolutionary tracks ob-
tained form12i evaluating ÛMBH = αMgas/tdyn within R0 = 100 pc,
demonstrating good numerical convergence with resolution for dif-
ferent α values. The similar shape and normalization relative to
the average evolutionary tracks for our quasar-mass halos down to
z = 1 (top right panel) suggest that the characteristic ÛMBH transi-
tion at Mbulge ∼ 1010M is independent of redshift, but a more
comprehensive analysis will be needed to confirm this.
4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We present the first cosmological simulations coupling the FIRE
stellar feedback physics with a model for massive BH growth based
on gravitational torques. By resolving the inner ∼100 pc of galax-
ies, we show that stellar feedback regulates the gas reservoir in
galactic nuclei, which can severely limit early BH growth. Efficient
BH growth begins when stars dominate the gravitational poten-
tial in the nucleus and star formation becomes less bursty, roughly
when Mbulge ∼ 1010M . At this stage, the galaxy center becomes
well defined and the escape velocity at 1 kpc exceeds that of stellar
feedback-driven winds. This evolution in BH fueling mode roughly
coincides with galaxy-scale transitions found previously in FIRE
simulations, in which early bursty star formation transitions to long-
lived gaseous disks with more time-steady star formation in more
massive and lower-redshift galaxies (Muratov et al. 2015; Anglés-
Alcázar et al. 2016; Faucher-Giguère 2017; Hayward & Hopkins
2017; Ma et al. 2017a,b). Dwarf galaxies experience bursty star
formation down to z = 0 (e.g. Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2016), suggest-
ing that BH growth will also be inefficient in low-redshift dwarfs.
In such galaxies, inefficient BH growth may correlate with the for-
mation of dark matter cores and stellar size fluctuations driven by
stellar feedback (e.g. Chan et al. 2015; El-Badry et al. 2016).
Recent simulations based on Bondi-like accretion and param-
eterized star formation-driven kinetic winds (Costa et al. 2014) or
delayed cooling thermal supernova feedback (Dubois et al. 2015;
Bonoli et al. 2016; Bower et al. 2017; Habouzit et al. 2017; Prieto
et al. 2017) also find suppressed ÛMBH in low-mass galaxies, in quali-
tative agreement with our results. We find that the early suppression
of BH growth by stellar feedback is generic to models in which
ÛMBH is tied to the nuclear gas content, provided that the effects of
stellar feedback in the nucleus are resolved. Simulations that model
ÛMBH based on the larger-scale (& 500 pc) galactic gas reservoir can
greatly overestimate early BH growth.We note, however, that Bondi
accretion may inhibit the growth of low-mass BHs even in the pres-
ence of a continuous gas supply owing to the strong dependence
on BH mass, ÛMBondi ∝ M2BH (e.g. Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2015). In
our simulations, most of the gas in the central ∼100 pc is cold and
rotationally supported when BHs grow efficiently, which justifies
the use of the gravitational torque model. Nonetheless, ÛMBH could
be higher than predicted by our fiducial gravitational torque model
at early times. For sufficiently high accretion efficiency per free-fall
time (α > 1%), there would be enough gas in early nuclei to rapidly
grow BHs to the local MBH–Mbulge relation.
Our fiducial simulations predict under-massive BHs in low-
mass galaxies, in agreement with observations of the local MBH–
Mbulge relation (e.g. Graham & Scott 2013; Savorgnan et al. 2016),
and substantial scatter in MBH at Mbulge ∼ 1010M owing to rapid
convergence onto the scaling relation once BHs start growing effi-
ciently. In future work, it will be interesting to more systematically
investigate the implications of stellar feedback for the growth of
z > 6 quasars (e.g. Mortlock et al. 2011), over-massive relic BHs
(e.g. McConnell et al. 2011), and MBH measurements in active
dwarfs (e.g. Jiang et al. 2011; Reines et al. 2013). The transition in
BH fueling mode driven by stellar feedback also has direct implica-
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tions for AGN demographics (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2003; Aird et al.
2017) and for massive BH mergers and their observability by future
gravitational wave missions, such as the Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna (LISA; Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017). BHs are expected to
be under-massive in low-mass satellites and experience reduced
dynamical friction. The frequency and mass scale of massive BH
mergers may thus be affected by stellar feedback.
After the early phase regulated by stellar feedback, BHs evolve
along the MBH–Mbulge relation without the need for large-scale
AGN feedback self-regulation, in agreement with previous simula-
tions with simpler subgrid ISM (Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2013, 2015).
Simulations implementing gravitational torque-driven BH growth
and feedback on ∼kpc scales indicate that large-scale AGN feed-
backmay have aweak effect on the scaling relations, suppressing the
growth of galaxies and BHs by a similar amount (Anglés-Alcázar
et al. 2017). Nonetheless, BH feedback on smaller scales may play a
significant role in determining ÛMBH, which could affect some of our
results. Future work should address the impact of AGN feedback
in cosmological simulations implementing the stellar physics and
dynamic range necessary to resolve galactic nuclei.
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